
Kabecca Films Leytonstone Loves Film 2021

‘Mapped Memories’ Project Participant Call-Out

About ‘Mapped Memories’

‘Mapped Memories’ is a celebration of places and spaces and the people who

have a connection to Leytonstone. It is an opportunity for untold stories to be

shared and for the personal memories of individuals within the community to

be given importance. This project will feature two women from the local area

who will tell their memory through dance and poetry. Could this be you?

Who are we looking to collaborate with?

We are looking to work with two women working and/or living in Waltham

Forest who have a strong memory or connection to Leytonstone. These

voluntary roles work towards and conclude in a dance performance at

Leytonstone Love Film Festival as part of ‘Mapped Memories’. A strong dance

technique is not needed to take part, just passion, interest and commitment.

Prior experience of performing would be beneficial due to the timeline of the

project.

If I take part what am I committing to do?

Once expressions of interest are received (closing date Friday 9th July),

Kabecca Films will make a shortlist. Anyone on the shortlist will be invited to a

Zoom informal conversation with Rebecca where you will be asked further

questions about your memory and will participate in an informal chat about

the project. This will be recorded and used for the project only.

From there Kabecca Films will select two participants to work with.
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Each participant’s conversation will then be creatively edited into a poem

which will be voiced by the individual and recorded to be used as part of the

soundtrack to the work.

Each participant will then work with the project's choreographer Katie to

develop a movement solo inspired by their memory and poem.

Each participant will then perform these solos as part of the Leytonstone

Loves Film Festival. These will take place on multiple occasions throughout

the festival in specially picked out locations in Leytonstone related to the

participants memory or a venue associated with another festival event (this

may be inside or outside).

Key Dates:

There is potential for these dates to be adapted to your schedule so please do

still get in touch if you want to take part but cannot make some of the

proposed dates.
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Feedback from Previous Participants of Kabecca Films’ Projects

"Taking part in the film ‘Twenty, Forty, Sixty’ gave me the opportunity as

a mature woman to remain visible in a world that tries to impose an

expectation of invisibility. It gives legitimacy to the older body in a public

space.”

Quote from Lisa Sang, featured in Kabecca Films’ film ‘Twenty, Forty, Sixty’.

"It’s such a gift to me. I really can’t believe it!”

Quote from Gill Escott, featured in Kabecca Films’ film ‘Gillian’.

Expression of Interest Process:

To apply to take part in this voluntary project, please complete the following

Google Form which includes an opportunity to tell us about any access

requirements you may have:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdc0PXABCYWIMQyU8DAAx3cAIZ

ov8UVbH1guJzBD7j-49tIWA/viewform?usp=sf_link

This is an inclusive project and we actively encourage applications from

people from diverse and underrepresented backgrounds. If you need any

assistance with your application or alternative reasonable adjustments, please

let us know.

Expression of Interest Deadline: Friday 9th July

If you would like more information about this voluntary role, please contact:

kabeccafilms@gmail.com (+44) 07717358760 (Rebecca)
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About Kabecca Films

Katie and Rebecca Dale-Everett are the producers and creatives behind

Kabecca Films, a platform from which they generate thought-provoking

short films and outreach projects that explore film and dance as both a

choreographic medium and tool to creatively share other people’s

experiences. Their first short ‘Digital Tattoo: Artefact 1’ was acquired by

Channel 4’s Random Acts and their second film ‘Twenty, Forty, Sixty’ has been

screened internationally to great acclaim. They are currently in the process of

making a new film ‘Gillian’ which will form part of a mini short film series that

aims to increase the representation of sixty-plus women onscreen and

celebrate and explore their relationship to dance and the impact it has had

on mental and physical wellbeing. They are proud to be a part of the

Leytonstone Loves Film and Barbican Partner Initiative.

Website: https://kabeccafilms.wixsite.com/2018

Instagram/Twitter/Facebook: @KabeccaFilms

About Leytonstone Loves Film

Leytonstone Loves Film is a community powered festival bringing people

together through movies and storytelling happening in September 2021.

Website: https://leytonstonelovesfilm.com

Leytonstone Loves Film is produced by the Barbican in partnership with local

residents and organisations and commissioned by the London Borough of

Waltham Forest with support from Arts Council England
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About the Barbican

The Barbican inspires more people to discover and love the arts. They attract

new arts audiences and participants, creating inspiring arts experiences for

all. From first encounters to higher education programmes, they develop

interests, skills, confidence and careers.

They work with outstanding artists to create an innovative international

programme that crosses art forms, collaborating with organisations from

around the globe to give audiences opportunities to experience outstanding

work by acclaimed international companies and artists.

The Barbican celebrates the artists of today and invests in those of tomorrow.

They work with artists at every stage of their career, supporting and fostering

opportunities for exciting new talent as well as promoting the work of

world-class artists. Our ambitious cultural partnerships will offer outstanding

creative opportunities for every young person across eight east London

boroughs.

Website: https://www.barbican.org.uk

Instagram/Twitter/Facebook: @barbicancentre
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